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Chapter 1 : Clint Eastwood - Wikipedia's Clint Eastwood as translated by GramTrans
Set in New Orleans to avoid confusion with the Dirty Harry films, Eastwood played a divorced cop drawn into his target's
tortured psychology and fascination for sadomasochism. Tightrope was a critical and commercial hit and became the
fourth highest-grossing R-rated film of [].

Clint Eastwood From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. These roles, among others, have made Eastwood an
enduring cultural icon of masculinity. In addition to directing many of his own star vehicles, Eastwood has
also directed films in which he did not appear, such as the mystery drama Mystic River and the war film
Letters from Iwo Jima , for which he received Academy Award nominations, the drama Changeling , and the
South African biographical political sports drama Invictus The war drama biopic American Sniper set box
office records for the largest January release ever and was also the largest opening ever for an Eastwood film.
Eastwood received considerable critical praise in France for several films, including some that were not well
received in the United States. Since , Eastwood has run his own production company, Malpaso Productions,
which has produced all but four of his American films. Starting in , Eastwood served for two years as Mayor
of Carmel-by-the-Sea, California, a non-partisan office. Ruth later took the surname of her second husband,
John Belden Wood â€” , whom she married after the death of Clinton Sr. I think that was his major," joked
classmate Don Kincade. Biographer Patrick McGilligan notes that high school graduation records are a matter
of strict legal confidentiality. Early career struggles According to the CBS press release for Rawhide, the
Universal known then as Universal-International film company was shooting in Fort Ord when an enterprising
assistant spotted Eastwood and invited him to meet the director. Eastwood thought the film would be an
opportunity to escape from his Rawhide image. The hero who kisses old ladies and dogs and was kind to
everybody. I decided it was time to be an anti-hero. The storyline involved the search for a cache of
Confederate gold buried in a cemetery. During the filming of a scene in which a bridge was blown up,
Eastwood urged Wallach to retreat to a hilltop. It was just the kind of character I had envisioned for a long
time, keep to the mystery and allude to what happened in the past. It came about after the frustration of doing
Rawhide for so long. I felt the less he said, the stronger he became and the more he grew in the imagination of
the audience. Eastwood was also cast as Two-Face in the Batman television show, but the series was canceled
before filming began. The film follows an American mercenary, who gets mixed up with a prostitute disguised
as a nun, and ends up helping a group of Juarista rebels during the reign of Emperor Maximilian I of Mexico.
When Dave ends their relationship, the unhinged Evelyn becomes a murderous stalker. But, being as this is a.
During filming, Eastwood suffered symptoms of a bronchial infection and several panic attacks. The film had
a moral and supernatural theme, later emulated in Pale Rider. The plot follows a mysterious stranger Eastwood
who arrives in a brooding Western town where the people hire him to protect them against three
soon-to-be-released felons. There remains confusion during the film as to whether the stranger is the brother of
the deputy, whom the felons lynched and murdered, or his ghost. Holes in the plot were filled with black
humor and allegory, influenced by Leone. During casting for the film Eastwood met Sondra Locke for the first
time, an actress who would play major roles in six of his films over the next ten years and would become an
important figure in his life. Eastwood reportedly fumed at the lack of Academy Award recognition for him and
swore that he would never work for United Artists again. Eastwood plays Jonathan Hemlock in a role
originally intended for Paul Newman, an assassin turned college art professor who decides to return to his
former profession for one last "sanction" in return for a rare Pissarro painting. In the process he must climb the
north face of the Eiger in Switzerland under perilous conditions. Mike Hoover taught Eastwood how to climb
during several weeks of preparation at Yosemite in the summer of before filming commenced in Grindelwald,
Switzerland on August 12, The supporting cast included Locke as his love interest and Chief Dan George as
an elderly Cherokee who strikes up a friendship with Wales. Invited to the screening were a number of
esteemed film critics, including Jay Cocks and Arthur Knight; directors such as King Vidor, William Wyler,
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and Howard Hawks; and a number of academics. Eastwood portrays a down-and-out cop assigned to escort a
prostitute from Las Vegas to Phoenix to testify against the mob. Although a moderate hit with the viewing
public, critics had mixed feelings about the film, with many believing it was overly violent. Ebert, in contrast,
gave the film three stars and called it " He played Philo Beddoe, a trucker and brawler who roams the
American West searching for a lost love Locke accompanied by his brother played by Geoffrey Lewis and an
orangutan called Clyde. Panned by critics, it ranked high among the box office successes of his career and was
the second-highest-grossing film of The film was a major success; Stanley Kauffmann of The New Republic
praised it as "crystalline cinema" [] and Frank Rich of Time described it as "cool, cinematic grace". The film
received a number of bad reviews from critics, although Maslin described it as "funnier and even better than
its predecessor". Eastwood portrays a struggling western singer Red Stovall who suffers from tuberculosis, but
has finally been given an opportunity to make it big at the Grand Ole Opry. He is accompanied by his young
nephew played by real-life son Kyle to Nashville, Tennessee, where he is supposed to record a song. Only
Time gave the film a good review in the United States, with most reviewers criticizing its blend of muted
humor and tragedy. Based on a novel with the same name written by Craig Thomas, the film was shot before
but released after Honkeytonk Man. Russian filming locations were not possible due to the Cold War, and the
film had to be shot in Vienna and other locations in Austria to simulate many of the Eurasian story locations.
It was quoted by President Ronald Reagan in a speech to Congress, and used during the presidential elections.
It received very positive reviews, with many critics praising the feminist aspects of the film through its
explorations of the physical and psychological consequences of rape. A period gone by, the pioneer, the loner
operating by himself, without benefit of society. It was hailed as one of the best films of and the best western
to appear for a considerable period, with Gene Siskel of the Chicago Tribune remarking, "This year will go
down in film history as the moment Clint Eastwood finally earned respect as an artist". Production and filming
were marred by internal disagreements between Eastwood and long-time friend and producer Fritz Manes, as
well as between Eastwood and the United States Department of Defense who expressed contempt for the film.
It co-starred Patricia Clarkson, Liam Neeson , and a young Jim Carrey who plays Johnny Squares, a
drug-addled rock star and the first of the victims on a list of celebrities drawn up by horror film director Peter
Swan Neeson who are deemed most likely to die, the so-called "Dead Pool". The list is stolen by an obsessed
fan who, in mimicking his favorite director, makes his way through the list killing off celebrities, of which
Dirty Harry is also included. It is generally viewed as the weakest film of the series, though Roger Ebert
thought it was as good as the original. Always interested in jazz, he directed Bird , a biopic starring Forest
Whitaker as jazz musician Charlie "Bird" Parker. Alto saxophonist Jackie McLean and Spike Lee , son of jazz
bassist Bill Lee and a long time critic of Eastwood, criticized the characterization of Charlie Parker remarking
that it did not capture his true essence and sense of humor. DeMille Award for his lifelong contribution, and
the Best Director award. They have given him the presence of some fierce force of nature, which may be why
the landscapes of the mythic, late 19th-century West become him, never more so than in his new Unforgiven.
This is his richest, most satisfying performance since the underrated, politically lunatic Heartbreak Ridge.
Scripts existed for the film as early as under titles such as The Cut-Whore Killings and The William Munny
Killings but Eastwood delayed the project because he wanted to wait until he was old enough to play his
character and to savor it as the last of his western films. Horrigan is a guilt-ridden Secret Service agent
haunted by his failure to save John F. Set in the s, [] Eastwood plays a Texas Ranger in pursuit of an escaped
convict Costner who hits the road with a young boy T. Thalberg Memorial Award at the 67th Academy
Awards. Based on the novel by Robert James Waller, [] the film relates the story of Robert Kincaid Eastwood
, a photographer working for National Geographic, who has an affair with a middle-aged Italian farm wife,
Francesca Streep. Despite the novel receiving unfavorable reviews and a subject deemed potentially unsuitable
for film, The Bridges of Madison County was a commercial and critical success. Streep was also nominated
for an Academy Award and a Golden Globe. In , Eastwood directed and starred in the political thriller
Absolute Power, alongside Gene Hackman with whom he had appeared in Unforgiven. Eastwood played the
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role of a veteran thief who witnesses the Secret Service cover up of a murder. The film received a mixed
reception from critics. The film met with a mixed critical response. He plays Steve Everett, a journalist and
recovering alcoholic, who has to cover the execution of murderer Frank Beechum played by Isaiah
Washington. True Crime received a mixed reception, with Janet Maslin of The New York Times writing, "his
direction is galvanized by a sense of second chances and tragic misunderstandings, and by contrasting a larger
sense of justice with the peculiar minutiae of crime. Perhaps he goes a shade too far in the latter direction,
though. Eastwood played one of a group of veteran ex-test pilots sent into space to repair an old Soviet
satellite. The original music score was composed by Eastwood and Lennie Niehaus. Clint is a true artist in
every respect. Despite his years of being at the top of his game and the legendary movies he has made, he
always made us feel comfortable and valued on the set, treating us as equals. Scott of The New York Times
lauded the film as a "masterpiece" and the best film of the year. This was followed by Letters from Iwo Jima,
which dealt with the tactics of the Japanese soldiers on the island and the letters they wrote home to family
members. Letters from Iwo Jima was the first American film to depict a war issue completely from the view of
an American enemy. Eastwood next directed Changeling , based on a true story set in the late s. Angelina Jolie
stars as a woman reunited with her missing son only to realize he is an impostor. Eastwood ended a four-year
"self-imposed acting hiatus" [] by appearing in Gran Torino, which he also directed, produced and partly
scored with his son Kyle and Jamie Cullum. Roberts as Ruben Kruger. The film had its world premiere on
September 12, at the Toronto International Film Festival and had a limited release later in October. Edgar, a
biopic of FBI director J. Edgar Hoover, with Leonardo DiCaprio in the title role. Edgar stumbles in all other
departments". Edgar is so shapeless and turgid and ham-handed, so rich in bad lines and worse readings".
Eastwood then starred in the baseball drama Trouble with the Curve , as a veteran baseball scout who travels
with his daughter for a final scouting trip. Robert Lorenz, who worked with Eastwood as an assistant director
on several films, directed the film. Republicans, who claimed it implied that President Barack Obama
deserved a second term. It was meant to be a message about job growth and the spirit of America. The film
told the story of the musical group The Four Seasons , and was released on June 20, He is one of few top
Hollywood actors to have also become a critically and commercially successful director. John Wayne directed
only twice, and badly; ditto Burt Lancaster. As a result, Eastwood is renowned for his efficient film directing
and ability to reduce filming time and control budgets. He etches his characters virtually without words.
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Clint Eastwood: interviews. Dirty Harry is no rookie when it comes to directing / Denise Abbott --Interview with Clint
Eastwood / Thierry Jousse and Camille.

However, Eastwood was not interested. He worked at a number of jobs, including lifeguard, paper carrier,
grocery clerk, forest firefighter, and golf caddy. Eastwood, then 28, felt his character Rowdy was too young
and cloddish for him to feel comfortable with the part. Although the series never won an Emmy , it was a
considerable success for several years, reaching its peak at number six in the ratings between October and
April He often filmed for six days a week at an average of twelve hours a day, yet some directors still
criticized him for not working hard enough. The hero who kisses old ladies and dogs and was kind to
everybody. I decided it was time to be an anti-hero. The storyline involved the search for a cache of
Confederate gold buried in a cemetery. During the filming of a scene in which a bridge was blown up,
Eastwood urged Wallach to retreat to a hilltop. It was just the kind of character I had envisioned for a long
time, keep to the mystery and allude to what happened in the past. It came about after the frustration of doing
Rawhide for so long. I felt the less he said, the stronger he became and the more he grew in the imagination of
the audience. Eastwood was also cast as Two-Face in the Batman television show, but the series was canceled
before filming began. The film follows an American mercenary, who gets mixed up with a prostitute disguised
as a nun, and ends up helping a group of Juarista rebels during the reign of Emperor Maximilian I of Mexico.
When Dave ends their relationship, the unhinged Evelyn becomes a murderous stalker. But, being as this is a.
During filming, Eastwood suffered symptoms of a bronchial infection and several panic attacks. The film had
a moral and supernatural theme, later emulated in Pale Rider. The plot follows a mysterious stranger Eastwood
who arrives in a brooding Western town where the people hire him to protect them against three
soon-to-be-released felons. There remains confusion during the film as to whether the stranger is the brother of
the deputy, whom the felons lynched and murdered, or his ghost. Holes in the plot were filled with black
humor and allegory , influenced by Leone. During casting for the film Eastwood met Sondra Locke for the
first time, an actress who would play major roles in six of his films over the next ten years and would become
an important figure in his life. Eastwood reportedly fumed at the lack of Academy Award recognition for him
and swore that he would never work for United Artists again. In the process he must climb the north face of
the Eiger in Switzerland under perilous conditions. Once again Eastwood starred alongside George Kennedy.
Mike Hoover taught Eastwood how to climb during several weeks of preparation at Yosemite in the summer
of before filming commenced in Grindelwald on August 12, Invited to the screening were a number of
esteemed film critics, including Jay Cocks and Arthur Knight ; directors such as King Vidor , William Wyler ,
and Howard Hawks ; and a number of academics. Eastwood portrays a down-and-out cop assigned to escort a
prostitute from Las Vegas to Phoenix to testify against the mafia. Although a moderate hit with the viewing
public, critics had mixed feelings about the film, with many believing it was overly violent. He played Philo
Beddoe, a trucker and brawler who roams the American West searching for a lost love Locke accompanied by
his brother played by Geoffrey Lewis and an orangutan called Clyde. Panned by critics, it ranked high among
the box office successes of his career and was the second-highest grossing film of Eastwood portrays a
struggling western singer Red Stovall who suffers from tuberculosis , but has finally been given an
opportunity to make it big at the Grand Ole Opry.
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Chapter 3 : European Film Star Postcards: Imported from the USA: Clint Eastwood
As a star, Clint Eastwood is recalled primarily for two early roles - the "Man with No Name" of three European-made
Westerns and "Dirty" Harry Callahan, the uncompromising cop who spoke softly and carried a big gun in five movies.

Ruth later took the surname of her second husband, John Belden Wood , whom she married after the death of
Clinton Sr. I think that was his major," joked classmate Don Kincade. Biographer Patrick McGilligan notes
that high school graduation records are a matter of strict legal confidentiality. Early career struggles According
to the CBS press release for Rawhide , the Universal known then as Universal-International film company was
shooting in Fort Ord when an enterprising assistant spotted Eastwood and invited him to meet the director.
Eastwood thought the film would be an opportunity to escape from his Rawhide image. The hero who kisses
old ladies and dogs and was kind to everybody. I decided it was time to be an anti-hero. The storyline involved
the search for a cache of Confederate gold buried in a cemetery. During the filming of a scene in which a
bridge was blown up, Eastwood urged Wallach to retreat to a hilltop. It was just the kind of character I had
envisioned for a long time, keep to the mystery and allude to what happened in the past. It came about after the
frustration of doing Rawhide for so long. I felt the less he said, the stronger he became and the more he grew
in the imagination of the audience. He was reunited with Universal Studios for it after receiving an offer of
million - more than double his previous salary. Eastwood was also cast as Two-Face in the Batman television
show, but the series was canceled before filming began. The film follows an American mercenary, who gets
mixed up with a prostitute disguised as a nun, and ends up helping a group of Juarista rebels during the reign
of Emperor Maximilian I of Mexico. When Dave ends their relationship, the unhinged Evelyn becomes a
murderous stalker. But, being as this is a. During filming, Eastwood suffered symptoms of a bronchial
infection and several panic attacks. The film had a moral and supernatural theme, later emulated in Pale Rider.
The plot follows a mysterious stranger Eastwood who arrives in a brooding Western town where the people
hire him to protect them against three soon-to-be-released felons. There remains confusion during the film as
to whether the stranger is the brother of the deputy, whom the felons lynched and murdered, or his ghost.
Holes in the plot were filled with black humor and allegory , influenced by Leone. During casting for the film
Eastwood met Sondra Locke for the first time, an actress who would play major roles in six of his films over
the next ten years and would become an important figure in his life. The film, shot very quickly and efficiently
by Eastwood and Frank Stanley , came in million under budget and was finished three days ahead of schedule.
On its release, in spring , the film was praised for its offbeat comedy mixed with high suspense and tragedy
but was only a modest success at the box office, earning. Eastwood reportedly fumed at the lack of Academy
Award recognition for him and swore that he would never work for United Artists again. Eastwood plays
Jonathan Hemlock in a role originally intended for Paul Newman , an assassin turned college art professor
who decides to return to his former profession for one last "sanction" in return for a rare Pissarro painting. In
the process he must climb the north face of the Eiger in Switzerland under perilous conditions. Mike Hoover
taught Eastwood how to climb during several weeks of preparation at Yosemite in the summer of before
filming commenced in Grindelwald , Switzerland on August 12, Upon release in May The Eiger Sanction was
a commercial failure, receiving only. The supporting cast included Locke as his love interest and Chief Dan
George as an elderly Cherokee who strikes up a friendship with Wales. Invited to the screening were a number
of esteemed film critics, including Jay Cocks and Arthur Knight; directors such as King Vidor , William
Wyler , and Howard Hawks ; and a number of academics. Eastwood portrays a down-and-out cop assigned to
escort a prostitute from Las Vegas to Phoenix to testify against the mob. Although a moderate hit with the
viewing public, critics had mixed feelings about the film, with many believing it was overly violent. Ebert, in
contrast, gave the film three stars and called it " He played Philo Beddoe, a trucker and brawler who roams the
American West searching for a lost love Locke accompanied by his brother played by Geoffrey Lewis and an
orangutan called Clyde. Panned by critics, it ranked high among the box office successes of his career and was
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the second-highest-grossing film of The film was a major success; Stanley Kauffmann of The New Republic
praised it as "crystalline cinema" [] and Frank Rich of Time described it as "cool, cinematic grace". The film
received a number of bad reviews from critics, although Maslin described it as "funnier and even better than
its predecessor". Eastwood portrays a struggling western singer Red Stovall who suffers from tuberculosis ,
but has finally been given an opportunity to make it big at the Grand Ole Opry. He is accompanied by his
young nephew played by real-life son Kyle to Nashville, Tennessee , where he is supposed to record a song.
Only Time gave the film a good review in the United States, with most reviewers criticizing its blend of muted
humor and tragedy. Based on a novel with the same name written by Craig Thomas , the film was shot before
but released after Honkeytonk Man. Russian filming locations were not possible due to the Cold War, and the
film had to be shot in Vienna and other locations in Austria to simulate many of the Eurasian story locations.
It was quoted by President Ronald Reagan in a speech to Congress, and used during the presidential elections.
It received very positive reviews, with many critics praising the feminist aspects of the film through its
explorations of the physical and psychological consequences of rape. A period gone by, the pioneer, the loner
operating by himself, without benefit of society. It was hailed as one of the best films of and the best western
to appear for a considerable period, with Gene Siskel of the Chicago Tribune remarking, "This year will go
down in film history as the moment Clint Eastwood finally earned respect as an artist". Production and filming
were marred by internal disagreements between Eastwood and long-time friend and producer Fritz Manes, as
well as between Eastwood and the United States Department of Defense who expressed contempt for the film.
It co-starred Patricia Clarkson , Liam Neeson , and a young Jim Carrey who plays Johnny Squares, a
drug-addled rock star and the first of the victims on a list of celebrities drawn up by horror film director Peter
Swan Neeson who are deemed most likely to die, the so-called "Dead Pool". The list is stolen by an obsessed
fan who, in mimicking his favorite director, makes his way through the list killing off celebrities, of which
Dirty Harry is also included. The Dead Pool grossed nearly million, relatively low receipts for a Dirty Harry
film. It is generally viewed as the weakest film of the series, though Roger Ebert thought it was as good as the
original. Always interested in jazz, he directed Bird , a biopic starring Forest Whitaker as jazz musician
Charlie "Bird" Parker. Alto saxophonist Jackie McLean and Spike Lee , son of jazz bassist Bill Lee and a long
time critic of Eastwood, criticized the characterization of Charlie Parker remarking that it did not capture his
true essence and sense of humor. DeMille Award for his lifelong contribution, and the Best Director award.
However, Bird was a commercial failure, earning just million, which Eastwood attributed to the declining
interest in jazz among black people. Shot on location in Zimbabwe in the summer of , [] the film received
some critical attention but with only a limited release earned just.
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The Rookie cast list, listed alphabetically with photos when available. This list of The Rookie actors includes any The
Rookie actresses and all other actors from the film. You can view additional information about each The Rookie actor on
this list, such as when and where they were born.

Later in the US, he played hard edge police inspector Harry Callahan in the five Dirty Harry films, which
elevated him to superstar status, and he directed and produced such award-winning masterpieces as
Unforgiven , Mystic River and Million Dollar Baby Romanian postcard by Colectia Cinefilului Acin. His
parents were Clinton Eastwood, Sr. Clint has a younger sister, Jeanne. Later he had odd jobs as a fire-fighter
and lumberjack in Oregon, as well as a steelworker in Seattle. He briefly attended Los Angeles City College
but dropped out to pursue acting. Eastwood married Maggie Johnson in , six months after they met on a blind
date. However, their matrimony would not prove altogether smooth, with Eastwood believing that he had
married too early. In , the good-looking Eastwood with his towering height and slender frame got a contract at
Universal. At first, he was criticized for his stiff manner, his squint, and for hissing his lines through his teeth.
His first acting role was an uncredited bit part as a laboratory assistant in the Sci-Fi horror film Revenge of the
Creature Jack Arnold, Wellman, , starring Tab Hunter and Etchika Choureau. Although Rawhide never won
an Emmy, it was a ratings success for several years. An intensely private person, Clint Eastwood was rarely
featured in the tabloid press. However, he had more affairs, e. After a reconciliation, he had two children with
Johnson: Kyle Eastwood and Alison Eastwood , though he was not present at either birth. Johnson filed for
legal separation in , but the pair officially divorced in Eastwood, who in turn saw the film as an opportunity to
escape from his Rawhide image, signed the contract. Eastwood played a cynical gunfighter who comes to a
small border town, torn apart by two feuding families. Hiring himself out as a mercenary, the lone drifter plays
one side against the other until nothing remains of either side. Later, United Artists, who distributed it in the
US, coined another term for it: Both films were a huge success in Italy. Again he played the mysterious Man
with No Name, wearing the same trademark poncho reportedly without ever having washed it. Yuri German at
AllMovie: Eastwood redubbed his own dialogue for the American releases. All the films were commercially
successful, particularly The Good, the Bad and the Ugly which turned Eastwood into a major film star.
Romanian postcard by Casa Filmului Acin. Hutton, , about a World War II squad parachuting into a Gestapo
stronghold in the alpine mountains. Eastwood then branched out to star in the only musical of his career, Paint
Your Wagon Joshua Logan, Upon release the film received major recognition in France but in the US it was a
box office flop. Dirty Harry achieved huge success after its release in December The revisionist film received
a mixed reception, but was a major box office success. Eastwood next turned his attention towards Breezy
Clint Eastwood, , a film about love blossoming between a middle-aged man and a teenage girl. During casting
for the film Eastwood met actress Sondra Locke, who would become an important figure in his life. In , he
directed and starred in The Gauntlet opposite Sondra Locke. Eastwood portrays a down-and-out cop who falls
in love with a prostitute he is assigned to escort from Las Vegas to Phoenix, to testify against the mafia.
Panned by critics, the film proved a surprising success and became the second-highest grossing film of
Eastwood then starred in the thriller Escape from Alcatraz , the last of his films to be directed by Don Siegel.
The film was a major success, and marked the beginning of a critically acclaimed period for Eastwood. They
lived together for almost fourteen years, during which Locke remained married in name only to her gay
husband, Gordon Anderson. In , Eastwood directed and starred in Honkytonk Man, as a struggling Western
singer who, accompanied by his young nephew played by real-life son Kyle goes to Nashville, Tennessee.
Then, Eastwood directed and starred in the fourth Dirty Harry film, Sudden Impact , the darkest and most
violent of the series. Sudden Impact was the last film which he starred in with Locke. His real-life daughter
Alison, then eleven, also appeared in the film. It was another critical and commercial hit. It is generally
viewed as the weakest film of the series. Eastwood began working on smaller, more personal projects and
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experienced a lull in his career between and He received two Golden Globes for Bird, but the film was a
commercial failure. In , while his partner Sondra Locke was away directing the film Impulse , Eastwood had
the locks changed on their Bel-Air home and ordered her possessions to be boxed and put in storage. During
the last three years of his cohabitation with Locke, Eastwood fathered two children in secrecy with flight
attendant Jacelyn Reeves, Scott Reeves , and Kathryn Reeves Eastwood finally presented both children to the
public in They had a daughter, Francesca Fisher-Eastwood Eastwood and Fisher ended their relationship in
early Later in , he directed and co-starred with Charlie Sheen in The Rookie, a buddy cop action film.
Eastwood revisited the Western genre in the self-directed film Unforgiven , in which he played an aging
ex-gunfighter long past his prime. Unforgiven was a major commercial and critical success; and was
nominated for nine Academy Awards, and won four, including Best Picture and Best Director for Eastwood.
Thalberg Memorial Award at the 67th Academy Awards. In early , Eastwood began dating Dina Ruiz, a
television news anchor 35 years his junior, whom he had first met when she interviewed him in They married
in The couple has one daughter, Morgan Eastwood In , Eastwood directed and starred in the political thriller
Absolute Power, alongside Gene Hackman. He directed and starred in True Crime , as a journalist and
recovering alcoholic, who has to cover the execution of murderer Frank Beechum Isaiah Washington. In , he
directed and starred in Space Cowboys alongside Tommy Lee Jones as veteran ex-test pilots sent into space to
repair an old Soviet satellite. He directed and scored the crime drama Mystic River , dealing with themes of
murder, vigilantism, and sexual abuse. The following year Eastwood found further critical and commercial
success when he directed, produced, scored, and starred in the boxing drama Million Dollar Baby, He played
a cantankerous trainer who forms a bond with female boxer Hilary Swank. At age 74 Eastwood became the
oldest of eighteen directors to have directed two or more Best Picture winners. This was followed by Letters
from Iwo Jima, which dealt with the tactics of the Japanese soldiers on the island and the letters they wrote
home to family members. Eastwood next directed Changeling , based on a true story set in the late s. Angelina
Jolie stars as a woman reunited with her missing son only to realize he is an impostor. Eastwood ended a
four-year self-imposed acting hiatus by appearing in Gran Torino , which he also directed, produced, and
partly scored with his son Kyle and Jamie Cullum. Edgar, a biopic of FBI director J. Edgar Hoover, with
Leonardo DiCaprio in the title role. Eastwood starred in the baseball drama Trouble with the Curve Robert
Lorenz, , as a veteran baseball scout who travels with his daughter for a final scouting trip. Director Lorenz
worked with Eastwood as an assistant director on several films. Clint Eastwood is also politically active and
served as the nonpartisan mayor of Carmel-by-the-Sea, California from to Shawn Dwyer at TCM: Over the
years he had voted for candidates from both parties and publicly denounced the wars in Vietnam and Iraq. He
has contributed to over 50 films as actor, director, producer, and composer. Trailer for Gran Torino The
Movie Planet YouTube.
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These roles, among others, have made Eastwood an enduring cultural icon of masculinity. In addition to
directing many of his own star vehicles , Eastwood has also directed films in which he did not appear, such as
the mystery drama Mystic River and the war film Letters from Iwo Jima , for which he received Academy
Award nominations, the drama Changeling , and the South African biographical political sports drama
Invictus The war drama biopic American Sniper set box-office records for the largest January release ever and
was also the largest opening ever for an Eastwood film. Eastwood received considerable critical praise in
France for several films, including some that were not well received in the United States. Since , Eastwood has
run his own production company, Malpaso Productions , which has produced all but four of his American
films. Starting in , Eastwood served for two years as mayor of Carmel-by-the-Sea, California , a non-partisan
office. Ruth later took the surname of her second husband, John Belden Wood â€” , whom she married after
the death of Clinton Sr. I think that was his major," joked classmate Don Kincaid. Biographer Patrick
McGilligan notes that high school graduation records are a matter of strict legal confidentiality. Early career
struggles According to the CBS press release for Rawhide , the Universal known then as
Universal-International film company was shooting in Fort Ord when an enterprising assistant spotted
Eastwood and invited him to meet the director. Eastwood joined the Marsh Agency, and although Lubin
landed him his biggest role to date in The First Traveling Saleslady and later hired him for Escapade in Japan ,
without a formal contract Eastwood was struggling. Eastwood thought the film would be an opportunity to
escape from his Rawhide image. The hero who kisses old ladies and dogs and was kind to everybody. I
decided it was time to be an anti-hero. The storyline involved the search for a cache of Confederate gold
buried in a cemetery. During the filming of a scene in which a bridge was blown up, Eastwood urged Wallach
to retreat to a hilltop. It was just the kind of character I had envisioned for a long time, keep to the mystery and
allude to what happened in the past. It came about after the frustration of doing Rawhide for so long. I felt the
less he said, the stronger he became and the more he grew in the imagination of the audience. Eastwood was
also cast as Two-Face in the Batman television show, but the series was canceled before filming began. The
film follows an American mercenary, who gets mixed up with a prostitute disguised as a nun, and ends up
helping a group of Juarista rebels during the reign of Emperor Maximilian I of Mexico. When Dave ends their
relationship, the unhinged Evelyn becomes a murderous stalker. But, being as this is a. During filming,
Eastwood suffered symptoms of a bronchial infection and several panic attacks. The film had a moral and
supernatural theme, later emulated in Pale Rider. The plot follows a mysterious stranger Eastwood who arrives
in a brooding Western town where the people hire him to protect them against three soon-to-be-released
felons. There remains confusion during the film as to whether the stranger is the brother of the deputy, whom
the felons lynched and murdered, or his ghost. Holes in the plot were filled with black humor and allegory ,
influenced by Leone. During casting for the film Eastwood met Sondra Locke for the first time, an actress who
would play major roles in six of his films over the next ten years and would become an important figure in his
life. Eastwood reportedly fumed at the lack of Academy Award recognition for him and swore that he would
never work for United Artists again. Eastwood plays Jonathan Hemlock in a role originally intended for Paul
Newman , an assassin turned college art professor who decides to return to his former profession for one last
"sanction" in return for a rare Pissarro painting. In the process he must climb the north face of the Eiger in
Switzerland under perilous conditions. Mike Hoover taught Eastwood how to climb during several weeks of
preparation at Yosemite in the summer of before filming commenced in Grindelwald , Switzerland on August
12, The supporting cast included Locke as his love interest and Chief Dan George as an elderly Cherokee who
strikes up a friendship with Wales. Invited to the screening were a number of esteemed film critics, including
Jay Cocks and Arthur Knight; directors such as King Vidor , William Wyler , and Howard Hawks ; and a
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number of academics. Eastwood portrays a down-and-out cop assigned to escort a prostitute from Las Vegas
to Phoenix to testify against the mob. Although a moderate hit with the viewing public, critics had mixed
feelings about the film, with many believing it was overly violent. Ebert, in contrast, gave the film three stars
and called it " He played Philo Beddoe, a trucker and brawler who roams the American West searching for a
lost love Locke accompanied by his brother played by Geoffrey Lewis and an orangutan called Clyde. Panned
by critics, it ranked high among the box office successes of his career and was the second-highest-grossing
film of The film was a major success; Stanley Kauffmann of The New Republic praised it as "crystalline
cinema"[] and Frank Rich of Time described it as "cool, cinematic grace". The film received a number of bad
reviews from critics, although Maslin described it as "funnier and even better than its predecessor". Eastwood
portrays a struggling western singer Red Stovall who suffers from tuberculosis , but has finally been given an
opportunity to make it big at the Grand Ole Opry. He is accompanied by his young nephew played by real-life
son Kyle to Nashville, Tennessee , where he is supposed to record a song. Only Time gave the film a good
review in the United States, with most reviewers criticizing its blend of muted humor and tragedy. Based on a
novel with the same name written by Craig Thomas , the film was shot before but released after Honkeytonk
Man. Russian filming locations were not possible due to the Cold War, and the film had to be shot in Vienna
and other locations in Austria to simulate many of the Eurasian story locations. It was quoted by President
Ronald Reagan in a speech to Congress, and used during the presidential elections. It received very positive
reviews, with many critics praising the feminist aspects of the film through its explorations of the physical and
psychological consequences of rape. A period gone by, the pioneer, the loner operating by himself, without
benefit of society. It was hailed as one of the best films of and the best western to appear for a considerable
period, with Gene Siskel of the Chicago Tribune remarking, "This year will go down in film history as the
moment Clint Eastwood finally earned respect as an artist". Production and filming were marred by internal
disagreements between Eastwood and long-time friend and producer Fritz Manes, as well as between
Eastwood and the United States Department of Defense who expressed contempt for the film. It co-starred
Patricia Clarkson , Liam Neeson , and a young Jim Carrey who plays Johnny Squares, a drug-addled rock star
and the first of the victims on a list of celebrities drawn up by horror film director Peter Swan Neeson who are
deemed most likely to die, the so-called "Dead Pool". The list is stolen by an obsessed fan who, in mimicking
his favorite director, makes his way through the list killing off celebrities, of which Dirty Harry is also
included. It is generally viewed as the weakest film of the series, though Roger Ebert thought it was as good as
the original. Always interested in jazz, he directed Bird , a biopic starring Forest Whitaker as jazz musician
Charlie "Bird" Parker. Alto saxophonist Jackie McLean and Spike Lee , son of jazz bassist Bill Lee and a long
time critic of Eastwood, criticized the characterization of Charlie Parker remarking that it did not capture his
true essence and sense of humor. DeMille Award for his lifelong contribution, and the Best Director award.
They have given him the presence of some fierce force of nature, which may be why the landscapes of the
mythic, late 19th-century West become him, never more so than in his new Unforgiven. This is his richest,
most satisfying performance since the underrated, politically lunatic Heartbreak Ridge. Scripts existed for the
film as early as under titles such as The Cut-Whore Killings and The William Munny Killings but Eastwood
delayed the project because he wanted to wait until he was old enough to play his character and to savor it as
the last of his western films. Horrigan is a guilt-ridden Secret Service agent haunted by his failure to save John
F. Set in the s,[] Eastwood plays a Texas Ranger in pursuit of an escaped convict Costner who hits the road
with a young boy T. Thalberg Memorial Award at the 67th Academy Awards. Based on the novel by Robert
James Waller ,[] the film relates the story of Robert Kincaid Eastwood , a photographer working for National
Geographic , who has an affair with a middle-aged Italian farm wife, Francesca Streep. Despite the novel
receiving unfavorable reviews and a subject deemed potentially unsuitable for film, The Bridges of Madison
County was a commercial and critical success. Streep was also nominated for an Academy Award and a
Golden Globe. In , Eastwood directed and starred in the political thriller Absolute Power , alongside Gene
Hackman with whom he had appeared in Unforgiven. Eastwood played the role of a veteran thief who
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witnesses the Secret Service cover-up of a murder. The film received a mixed reception from critics. The film
met with a mixed critical response.
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Chapter 6 : Magnum Force Information
Irving Leonard (financial adviser) Mike Hoover. Patrick McGilligan.

Clint Eastwood in the s According to the CBS press release for Rawhide , the Universal known then as
Universal-International film company was shooting in Fort Ord when an enterprising assistant spotted
Eastwood and invited him to meet the director. Eastwood joined the Marsh Agency, and although Lubin
landed him his biggest role to date in The First Traveling Saleslady and later hired him for Escapade in Japan ,
without a formal contract Eastwood was struggling. Eastwood thought the film would be an opportunity to
escape from his Rawhide image. The hero who kisses old ladies and dogs and was kind to everybody. I
decided it was time to be an anti-hero. The storyline involved the search for a cache of Confederate gold
buried in a cemetery. During the filming of a scene in which a bridge was blown up, Eastwood urged Wallach
to retreat to a hilltop. It was just the kind of character I had envisioned for a long time, keep to the mystery and
allude to what happened in the past. It came about after the frustration of doing Rawhide for so long. I felt the
less he said, the stronger he became and the more he grew in the imagination of the audience. Eastwood was
also cast as Two-Face in the Batman television show, but the series was canceled before filming began. The
film follows an American mercenary, who gets mixed up with a prostitute disguised as a nun, and ends up
helping a group of Juarista rebels during the reign of Emperor Maximilian I of Mexico. When Dave ends their
relationship, the unhinged Evelyn becomes a murderous stalker. But, being as this is a. During filming,
Eastwood suffered symptoms of a bronchial infection and several panic attacks. The film had a moral and
supernatural theme, later emulated in Pale Rider. The plot follows a mysterious stranger Eastwood who arrives
in a brooding Western town where the people hire him to protect them against three soon-to-be-released
felons. There remains confusion during the film as to whether the stranger is the brother of the deputy, whom
the felons lynched and murdered, or his ghost. Holes in the plot were filled with black humor and allegory ,
influenced by Leone. During casting for the film Eastwood met Sondra Locke for the first time, an actress who
would play major roles in six of his films over the next ten years and would become an important figure in his
life. Eastwood reportedly fumed at the lack of Academy Award recognition for him and swore that he would
never work for United Artists again. Eastwood plays Jonathan Hemlock in a role originally intended for Paul
Newman , an assassin turned college art professor who decides to return to his former profession for one last
"sanction" in return for a rare Pissarro painting. In the process he must climb the north face of the Eiger in
Switzerland under perilous conditions. Mike Hoover taught Eastwood how to climb during several weeks of
preparation at Yosemite in the summer of before filming commenced in Grindelwald , Switzerland on August
12, The supporting cast included Locke as his love interest and Chief Dan George as an elderly Cherokee who
strikes up a friendship with Wales. Invited to the screening were a number of esteemed film critics, including
Jay Cocks and Arthur Knight; directors such as King Vidor , William Wyler , and Howard Hawks ; and a
number of academics. Eastwood portrays a down-and-out cop assigned to escort a prostitute from Las Vegas
to Phoenix to testify against the mob. Although a moderate hit with the viewing public, critics had mixed
feelings about the film, with many believing it was overly violent. Ebert, in contrast, gave the film three stars
and called it " He played Philo Beddoe, a trucker and brawler who roams the American West searching for a
lost love Locke accompanied by his brother played by Geoffrey Lewis and an orangutan called Clyde. Panned
by critics, it ranked high among the box office successes of his career and was the second-highest-grossing
film of The film was a major success; Stanley Kauffmann of The New Republic praised it as "crystalline
cinema" [] and Frank Rich of Time described it as "cool, cinematic grace". The film received a number of bad
reviews from critics, although Maslin described it as "funnier and even better than its predecessor". Eastwood
portrays a struggling western singer Red Stovall who suffers from tuberculosis , but has finally been given an
opportunity to make it big at the Grand Ole Opry. He is accompanied by his young nephew played by real-life
son Kyle to Nashville, Tennessee , where he is supposed to record a song. Only Time gave the film a good
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review in the United States, with most reviewers criticizing its blend of muted humor and tragedy. Based on a
novel with the same name written by Craig Thomas , the film was shot before but released after Honkeytonk
Man. Russian filming locations were not possible due to the Cold War, and the film had to be shot in Vienna
and other locations in Austria to simulate many of the Eurasian story locations.
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Chapter 7 : Political life of Clint Eastwood - WikiVisually
Clinton "Clint" Eastwood, Jr. (born May 31, ) is an American actor, filmmaker, musician, and political figure. After earning
success in the Western TV series Rawhide, he rose to international fame with his role as the Man with No Name in
Sergio Leone's Dollars trilogy of spaghetti Westerns during the s, and as antihero cop Harry Callahan in the five Dirty
Harry films throughout the.

A quick search found that ign. Surely a source can be found citing this fact even though even though even my
mother knows this. He transferred to Oakland. Bardak talk â€”Preceding undated comment added James
Bond This article http: Surely this deserves a mention? I think the article has become too large in size and WP:
The main disandvantages of an article of this size are that a casual reader can easily lose interest past a certain
point and that readers and editors using dial-up internet access are at a disandvantage when waiting for articles
of this size to load. SIZE describes other disandvantages as well. The issue now is to decide what can be split
into a separate article and what can be simply trimmed. One of the things that I think is quite excessive is the
amount of detailed information for almost each individual film in his filmography. I think this type of
information can easily be removed from the article without loss of benefit to the reader, so long as there exists
at least a link to Clint Eastwood filmography. What do others think? I think it is best to reference a film if
there is some milestone involved. For example, his first acting role, his first direction, his break away from
Westerns, etc. The article is already split into early life,. I also have another biography book which I will use
to even out the sources. If you split now it will not be as comprehensive as I intend it to be. I told you let me
finish writing each deacade first and then it can be copied into seperate article by decade and also can be
inserted into the main film article. Tjen it can be condensed for his main article and remove anything which is
not essential. If you looked how shitty the article was before I started on it. The only reason I can see is a kind
of sandbox approach, but we should not be doing that in the mainspace. If it makes it easier for you to add all
of the newly found material into one location rather than each indivicual film, it may be a good idea to copy
the article into your userspace and add the material there. FILMS participants to help you with it. You have
created a tremendous amount of material since October and, yes, I do thank you for it. This same information,
however, would be a much welcome addition to some other articles in need of expansion. My method though
it to add the flesh first and try to provide as much information as possible and then cut down afterwards
leaving a refined well written article. It just takes so much time and in the meantime is reading as bloated to
you guys. FWiW Bzuk talk Himalayan Explorer, I can understand what you mean about building the article
up first and then trimming and redistributing the information. This article is indeed very thorough and
well-written, but it also almost crashed my laptop. Is has since been considerably shortened and evened out.
To cut length from it now would affect how comprehesnive it is. And the article you mentioned? I need a new
laptop. Charles Edwin Shipp talk Also, he has a lifetime achievement award from the Screen Actors Guild but
no regular awards, so I think that should be specified. Thalberg Memorial Award article needs beefing up.
This article does not supply that information, but neither does Google. Not everything is party politics. As is is
not the way to do this. At the earliest, probably a month. Or, somebody can use the article references or only
complete the actual english article. Regards Stef48 talk Eastwood appeared in the Top Ten Money Makers
Poll of films from to , , and , topping the list in , , , and With a total of 2 years on the list, Eastwood has more
appearances than any other star except John Wayne He is seen smoking in any number of his films. Leone
insisted that he have a cigar in his mouth in the films and when he found out that Eastwood hates smoking he
made him have a cigar in his mouth in even more scenes to wind him up. Eastwood has always been a health
freak. It still needs a cite. He smoked in Gran Torino too -- it was a key plot point in fact. Taking a whack at
this. As it is without the comma, it looks like the latter. Is it necessary or beneficial to list all the films
Eastwood tried out for? Was the contract with Universal, with Lubin, with both, or are they the same? Bold
removals I removed the anecdote of Eastwood not talking to Lubin until The current structure of the article
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makes it very difficult to add naturally
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Chapter 8 : Clint Eastwood | Revolvy
Clint Eastwood may also refer to: Clint Eastwood (album), an album by The Upsetters Clint Eastwood (musician),
Jamaican reggae deejay Clint Eastwood (song), a song by Gorillaz "Clint Eastwood", an alias used by Marty McFly in
the film Back to the Future Part III Clint Eastwood is an American filmmaker and actor.

These roles, among others, have made Eastwood an enduring cultural icon of masculinity. In addition to
directing many of his own star vehicles, Eastwood has also directed films in which he did not appear, such as
the mystery drama Mystic River and the war film Letters from Iwo Jima , for which he received Academy
Award nominations, the drama Changeling , and the South African biographical political sports drama
Invictus The war drama biopic American Sniper set box office records for the largest January release ever and
was also the largest opening ever for an Eastwood film. Eastwood received considerable critical praise in
France for several films, including some that were not well received in the United States. Since , Eastwood has
run his own production company, Malpaso Productions, which has produced all but four of his American
films. Starting in , Eastwood served for two years as Mayor of Carmel-by-the-Sea, California, a non-partisan
office. Ruth later took the surname of her second husband, John Belden Wood â€” , whom she married after
the death of Clinton Sr. Eastwood was nicknamed "Samson" by the hospital nurses because he weighed 11
pounds 6 ounces 5. He has one younger sister, Jeanne Bernhardt born Eastwood is of English, Irish, Scottish,
and Dutch ancestry. He is descended from Mayflower passenger William Bradford , and through this line is
the 12th generation of his family born in North America. His family moved often as his father worked at jobs
along the West Coast, although they did not move at all between and Settled in Piedmont, California, the
Eastwoods lived in a very wealthy part of town, had a swimming pool, belonged to the country club, and each
parent drove their own car. Clint attended Piedmont Junior High School. Instead, he attended Oakland
Technical High School, where he was held back due to poor academic scores and scheduled to graduate in
January as a midyear graduate, although it is not clear if he ever did. I think that was his major," joked
classmate Don Kincade. Biographer Patrick McGilligan notes that high school graduation records are a matter
of strict legal confidentiality. Eastwood worked at a number of jobs, including lifeguard, paper carrier, grocery
clerk, forest firefighter, and golf caddy. Eastwood has said that he tried to enroll at Seattle University [in ] but
was then drafted into the United States Army during the Korean War. Don Loomis recalled hearing that
Eastwood was romancing one of the daughters of a Fort Ord officer, who might have been entreated to watch
out for him when names came up for postings. While returning from a prearranged tryst in Seattle,
Washington, he was a passenger on a Douglas AD bomber that ran out of fuel and crashed into the ocean near
Point Reyes. Using a life raft, he and the pilot swam 2 miles 3. Early career struggles According to the CBS
press release for Rawhide, the Universal known then as Universal-International film company was shooting in
Fort Ord when an enterprising assistant spotted Eastwood and invited him to meet the director. While in Los
Angeles, Hill became reacquainted with Eastwood and managed to sneak Eastwood into a Universal studio,
where he showed him to cameraman Irving Glassberg. After signing, Eastwood was initially criticized for his
stiff manner and delivering his lines through his teeth, a lifelong trademark. After many unsuccessful
auditions, he was eventually given a minor role by director Jack Arnold in Revenge of the Creature , a sequel
to the recently released The Creature from the Black Lagoon. Although he continued to develop as an actor,
Universal terminated his contract on October 23, Eastwood joined the Marsh Agency, and although Lubin
landed him his biggest role to date in The First Traveling Saleslady and later hired him for Escapade in Japan,
without a formal contract Eastwood was struggling. Upon the advice of Irving Leonard , his financial advisor,
he changed talent agencies to the Kumin-Olenick Agency in and Mitchell Gertz in In , he played a Navy
lieutenant in a segment of Navy Log and in early made a notable guest appearance on Maverick opposite
James Garner as a cowardly villain intent on marrying a rich girl for money. Eastwood had a small part as an
aviator in the French picture Lafayette Escadrille and played a major role as an ex-renegade of the
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Confederacy in Ambush at Cimarron Pass, a film which Eastwood viewed disastrously and professes to be the
lowest point of his career. Publicity photo for Rawhide, In , Eastwood was cast as Rowdy Yates for the CBS
hour-long western series Rawhide, the breakthrough in his career he had long been searching for. However,
Eastwood was not especially happy with his character; Eastwood was almost 30, and Rowdy was too young
and too cloddish for Clint to feel comfortable with the part. Filming began in Arizona in the summer of It
took just three weeks for Rawhide to reach the top 20 in TV ratings and although it never won an Emmy, it
was a major success for several years, and reached its peak at number six in the ratings between October and
April By late Rawhide was beginning to decline in popularity and lacked freshness in the script; it was
canceled in the middle of the â€”66 television season. Eastwood made his first attempt at directing when he
filmed several trailers for the show, although he was unable to convince producers to let him direct an episode.
Richard Harrison suggested Eastwood to Leone because Harrison knew Eastwood could play a cowboy
convincingly. Eastwood thought the film would be an opportunity to escape from his Rawhide image.
Eastwood later spoke of the transition from a television western to A Fistful of Dollars: The hero who kisses
old ladies and dogs and was kind to everybody. I decided it was time to be an anti-hero. As the Man with No
Name in A Fistful of Dollars A Fistful of Dollars proved a landmark in the development of spaghetti
Westerns, with Leone depicting a more lawless and desolate world than traditional westerns, and challenging
American stereotypes of a western hero with a morally ambiguous antihero. The storyline involved the search
for a cache of Confederate gold buried in a cemetery. During the filming of a scene in which a bridge was
blown up, Eastwood urged Wallach to retreat to a hilltop. I wanted to play it with an economy of words and
create this whole feeling through attitude and movement. It was just the kind of character I had envisioned for
a long time, keep to the mystery and allude to what happened in the past. It came about after the frustration of
doing Rawhide for so long. I felt the less he said, the stronger he became and the more he grew in the
imagination of the audience. Stardom brought more roles for Eastwood. Shooting began in November , before
the script had been finalized. The film was controversial for its portrayal of violence. Eastwood was also cast
as Two-Face in the Batman television show, but the series was canceled before filming began. Eastwood then
branched out to star in the only musical of his career, Paint Your Wagon The film follows an American
mercenary, who gets mixed up with a prostitute disguised as a nun, and ends up helping a group of Juarista
rebels during the reign of Emperor Maximilian I of Mexico. Eastwood once again played a mysterious
strangerâ€”unshaven, wearing a serape-like vest, and smoking a cigar. Filming commenced in July on location
in Yugoslavia and in London. The film received mostly a positive reception and its anti-war sentiments were
recognized. Before Irving Leonard died, he and Eastwood had discussed the idea of Malpaso producing Play
Misty for Me, a film that was to give Eastwood the artistic control he desired, and his debut as a director.
When Dave ends their relationship, the unhinged Evelyn becomes a murderous stalker. But, being as this is a.
His lines quoted above are regarded by firearms historians, such as Garry James and Richard Venola, as the
force that catapulted the ownership of. During filming, Eastwood suffered symptoms of a bronchial infection
and several panic attacks. In , Eastwood directed his first western, High Plains Drifter, in which he also
starred. The film had a moral and supernatural theme, later emulated in Pale Rider. The plot follows a
mysterious stranger Eastwood who arrives in a brooding Western town where the people hire him to protect
them against three soon-to-be-released felons. There remains confusion during the film as to whether the
stranger is the brother of the deputy, whom the felons lynched and murdered, or his ghost. Holes in the plot
were filled with black humor and allegory, influenced by Leone. The revisionist film received a mixed
reception, but was a major box office success. During casting for the film Eastwood met Sondra Locke for the
first time, an actress who would play major roles in six of his films over the next ten years and would become
an important figure in his life. Kay Lenz got the part of Breezy because Locke, at age 29, was considered too
old. Breezy was not a major critical or commercial success and it was only made available on video in In ,
Eastwood teamed up with Jeff Bridges and George Kennedy in the buddy action caper Thunderbolt and
Lightfoot, a road movie about a veteran bank robber Thunderbolt Eastwood and a young con man drifter,
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Lightfoot Bridges. Eastwood reportedly fumed at the lack of Academy Award recognition for him and swore
that he would never work for United Artists again. Eastwood plays Jonathan Hemlock in a role originally
intended for Paul Newman , an assassin turned college art professor who decides to return to his former
profession for one last "sanction" in return for a rare Pissarro painting. In the process he must climb the north
face of the Eiger in Switzerland under perilous conditions. Mike Hoover taught Eastwood how to climb during
several weeks of preparation at Yosemite in the summer of before filming commenced in Grindelwald,
Switzerland on August 12, Despite prior warnings about the perils of the Eiger the film crew suffered a
number of accidents, including one fatality. Despite the danger, Eastwood insisted on doing all his own
climbing and stunts. The supporting cast included Locke as his love interest and Chief Dan George as an
elderly Cherokee who strikes up a friendship with Wales. Invited to the screening were a number of esteemed
film critics, including Jay Cocks and Arthur Knight; directors such as King Vidor , William Wyler , and
Howard Hawks ; and a number of academics. Eastwood was then offered the role of Benjamin L. Eastwood
portrays a down-and-out cop assigned to escort a prostitute from Las Vegas to Phoenix to testify against the
mob. Although a moderate hit with the viewing public, critics had mixed feelings about the film, with many
believing it was overly violent. Ebert, in contrast, gave the film three stars and called it " He played Philo
Beddoe, a trucker and brawler who roams the American West searching for a lost love Locke accompanied by
his brother played by Geoffrey Lewis and an orangutan called Clyde. Panned by critics, it ranked high among
the box office successes of his career and was the second-highest-grossing film of Eastwood starred in Escape
from Alcatraz in , the last of his films directed by Siegel. The film was a major success; Stanley Kauffmann of
The New Republic praised it as "crystalline cinema" and Frank Rich of Time described it as "cool, cinematic
grace". The film received a number of bad reviews from critics, although Maslin described it as "funnier and
even better than its predecessor". Released over the Christmas season of , Any Which Way You Can was a
major box office success and ranked among the top five highest-grossing films of the year. Eastwood portrays
a struggling western singer Red Stovall who suffers from tuberculosis, but has finally been given an
opportunity to make it big at the Grand Ole Opry. He is accompanied by his young nephew played by real-life
son Kyle to Nashville, Tennessee, where he is supposed to record a song. Only Time gave the film a good
review in the United States, with most reviewers criticizing its blend of muted humor and tragedy. In the same
year Eastwood directed, produced, and starred in the Cold War-themed Firefox. Based on a novel with the
same name written by Craig Thomas , the film was shot before but released after Honkeytonk Man. Russian
filming locations were not possible due to the Cold War, and the film had to be shot in Vienna and other
locations in Austria to simulate many of the Eurasian story locations. Eastwood directed and starred in the
fourth Dirty Harry film, Sudden Impact, which was shot in the spring and summer of and is considered the
darkest and most violent of the series. By this time Eastwood received 60 percent of all profits from films he
starred in and directed, with the rest going to the studio.
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Chapter 9 : The Rookie Cast List: Actors and Actresses from The Rookie
Clint Eastwood's wiki: Clinton Eastwood Jr. (born May 31, ) is an American actor, filmmaker, musician, and political
figure. After achieving success in the Western TV series Rawhide, he rose to international fame with his role as the Man
with No Name in Se.

As his family moved to different areas he held a series of jobs including lifeguard, paper carrier, grocery clerk,
forest firefighter, and golf caddy. Now aged 28, Eastwood felt his character Rowdy was too young and
cloddish for him to feel comfortable with the part. He often filmed for six days a week at an average of twelve
hours a day, yet some directors still criticized him for not working hard enough. Knowing that he could play a
cowboy convincingly Harrison suggested Eastwood, who in turn saw the film as an opportunity to escape
from Rawhide. The hero who kisses old ladies and dogs and was kind to everybody. I decided it was time to
be an anti-hero. It was just the kind of character I had envisioned for a long time, keep to the mystery and
allude to what happened in the past. It came about after the frustration of doing Rawhide for so long. I felt the
less he said the stronger he became and the more he grew in the imagination of the audience. The storyline
involves the search for a cache of Confederate gold buried in a cemetery. During the filming of one scene in
which a bridge was to be dynamited, Eastwood urged Wallach to retreat to a hilltop saying, "I know about
these things. Stay as far away from special effects and explosives as you can. Eastwood was also cast as
Two-Face in the Batman television show, but the series was canceled before filming began. Eastwood and
fellow non-singer Lee Marvin play gold miners who share the same wife portrayed by Jean Seberg. The film
follows an American mercenary who gets mixed up with a whore disguised as a nun and ends up helping a
group of Juarista rebels during the reign of Emperor Maximilian I of Mexico. When Dave ends their
relationship the fan becomes violent and murderous. But, being as this is a. Fink, centers around a hard-edged
New York City later changed to San Francisco police inspector named Harry Callahan who is determined to
stop a psychotic killer by any means. During filming, Eastwood suffered symptoms of a bronchial infection
and several panic attacks. The film had a moral and supernatural theme, later emulated in Pale Rider. The plot
follows a mysterious stranger Eastwood who arrives in a brooding Western town where the people hire him to
protect them against three soon-to-be-released felons. There remains confusion during the film as to whether
the stranger is the brother of the deputy, whom the felons lynched and murdered, or his ghost. Holes in the
plot were filled with black humor and allegory , influenced by Leone. During casting for the film Eastwood
met Sondra Locke , an actress who would play major roles in many of his films for the next ten years and
would become an important figure in his life. Eastwood reportedly fumed at the lack of Academy Award
recognition for him and swore that he would never work for United Artists again. Eastwood plays Jonathan
Hemlock in a role originally intended for Paul Newman , an assassin turned college art professor who decides
to return to his former profession for one last "sanction" in return for a rare Pissarro painting. In the process he
must climb the north face of the Eiger in Switzerland under perilous conditions. Once again Eastwood starred
alongside George Kennedy. Invited to the screening were a number of esteemed film critics, including Jay
Cocks and Arthur Knight ; directors such as King Vidor , William Wyler , and Howard Hawks ; and a number
of academics. Eastwood portrays a down-and-out cop who falls in love with a prostitute he is assigned to
escort from Las Vegas to Phoenix, to testify against the mafia. Although a moderate hit with the viewing
public, critics had mixed feelings about the film, with many believing it was overly violent. In an
uncharacteristic offbeat comedy role, Eastwood played Philo Beddoe, a trucker and brawler who roams the
American West searching for a lost love accompanied by his brother and an orangutan called Clyde. Panned
by critics, it ranked high among the box office successes of his career and was the second-highest grossing
film of It was based on the true story of Frank Lee Morris who, along with John and Clarence Anglin ,
escaped from the notorious Alcatraz prison in The film was a major success; Stanley Kauffmann of The New
Republic praised it as "crystalline cinema" [] and Frank Rich of Time described it as "cool, cinematic grace".
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The film received a number of bad reviews from critics, although Maslin described it as "funnier and even
better than its predecessor". Eastwood portrays a struggling western singer Red Stovall who suffers from
tuberculosis , but has finally been given an opportunity to make it big at the Grand Ole Opry. He is
accompanied by his young nephew Kyle to Nashville, Tennessee , where he is supposed to record a song.
Only Time gave the film a good review in the United States, with most reviewers criticizing its blend of muted
humor and tragedy. Based on a novel with the same name written by Craig Thomas , the film was shot before
but released after Honkeytonk Man. Russian filming locations were not possible due to the Cold War , and the
film had to be shot in Vienna and other locations in Austria to simulate many of the Eurasian story locations.
It was quoted by President Ronald Reagan in a speech to Congress, and used during the presidential elections.
It received very positive reviews, with many critics praising the feminist aspects of the film through its
explorations of the physical and psychological consequences of rape. A period gone by, the pioneer, the loner
operating by himself, without benefit of society. It was hailed as one of the best films of and the best western
to appear for a considerable period, with Gene Siskel of the Chicago Tribune remarking, "This year will go
down in film history as the moment Clint Eastwood finally earned respect as an artist". Production and filming
were marred by internal disagreements between Eastwood and long-time friend and producer Fritz Manes, as
well as between Eastwood and the United States Department of Defense who expressed contempt for the film.
It co-starred Liam Neeson , Patricia Clarkson , and a young.
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